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Introduction
3

 Strategic environmental assessment (SEA) is recognized
as a new and actively developing field of research and
application, which can likely foster sustainable
development.

 Public participation must be integrated to the SEA
procedures because this allows including information
that is relevant to the decision process and it increases
the credibility of the programs, plans or policies (PPP)
elected.

 Public participation in SEA have been remaining
research priorities in the field of environmental policies
and are still unresolved challenges.
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Presentation Notes
Papier à paraître et rapport de recherche financée par le ministère de l’EnvironnementPour plusieurs raisons, il semble difficile de traduire l’expérience de participation aux projets au niveau de l’ÉE des PPP
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 Sustainable development concept demands new tools to 
solve problems.

 Environmental assessment is a practice that develops in 
an evolving world.

 SEA : « … a process directed at providing the proponent
(during policy formulation) and the decisionmaker (at
the point of policy approval) with a holistic
understanding of the environmental and social
implications of the policy proposal, expanding the focus
well beyond the issues that were the original driving
force for the new policy » (Brown and Thérivel, 2000, p. 184).
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We are thus moving from a reactive stance, as conveyed by environmental impact assessment (where project conception is a technical phase followed by environmental questioning), to a proactive stance, as conveyed through recent forms of  SEA (where conception integrates a priori the environmental matters) (Brown and Thérivel, 2000; Lee, 2006) or even through the recent contributions on sustainability assessment (Smith and Sheate, 2001; Pope et al., 2004; Gibson, 2006).
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 A good-quality Strategic Environmental Assessment
(SEA) process informs planners, decision makers
and affected public on the sustainability of strategic
decisions, facilitates the search for the best
alternative and ensures a democratic decision
making process. This enhances the credibility of
decisions and leads to more cost- and time-
effective EA at the project level (IAIA,2002).

 For this purpose, a good-quality SEA process:
-Is integrated
-Is sustainability-led
-Is focused

-Is accountable
-Is participatory
-Is iterative
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Interactive planning streambased on dialog, exchange of opinion and emphasis on mutual logics that aims at merging knowledge and action (reflective thinking in action) within a constructivist logic.2 catégories d’ÉES : 1) classique et reprise de l’ÉI des projets2) Plus intégrée, tout au long du processus et axée sur le DD
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 Public participation : the commitment of the public
in the decision making process (Roberts, 1995).

 “Public participation” is a generic term which covers
several mechanisms and practices that are different
as to their mode, their more or less formal character
and their timing of arrival in the decision making
process.

 It ranges from information to negotiation via
consultation, consensus building and mediation.
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Évolution conjointe qui va au-delà de l’implication des  élus et des experts : qui comprend aussi  des citoyens et des profanes :Permet d’augmenter le nombre d’options envisageables
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ÉE entre dans une phase post classique de la planification rationnelleAu-delà d’un rôle de validation ou de vérification de l’acceptabilité socialeAccording to the emerging integrated model, public participation takes place all the way during the planning process in order to facilitate a sustainable development.Les ++According to some authors, public participation in SEA presents several benefits, inter alia the :identification of possible problems, when it iscarried out upstream in the process, thus avoiding delays due to public opposition (Fisher,1999; Sheate, 1994). Other possible benefits according to Brown and Thérivel (2000) are:enabling third parties to review the analysis and conclusions of the public representatives,proposing alternatives and mitigating measures, requesting explanations on environmentalimpacts, fostering expertise sharing, reinforcing adherence to PPPs before their adoptionand ensuring a better application.
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 Critical review of public participation in SEA: teachings 
from the international scene (major findings)

-Voluntary and flexible;
-When SEA is a statutory requirement, the preliminary screening
phase that determines the need for SEA relies on a discretionary
mechanism;
-Public participation occurs only at the evaluation of scoping phase
-Selective consultation, upon invitation to interest groups, local
community representatives and other groups directly concerned by
the PPP’s.
-Major constraints to implementation : confidentiality,
identification of the public, political issues, lengthens process, lack
of training, absence of EIA.

 Victim of the times in which it takes place: context of
environmental deregulation throughout western countries
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Presentation Notes
Rareté des ressources humaines et financièresDecision reached generally dependson a significant or major impact of a PPP rather than on lists of inclusions or exclusions.Little effort is made to extend public participation to all phasesof the decision process.Exemples innovations +Participation mechanisms during the examination of scooping phase: publicmeetings, thematic workshops, selective consultation, public hearings (in theUnited States: Berdoulay and Soubeyran, 1996, Webb and Sigal, 1992 and 1996;in New-Zealand: Partidario, 1996).• Obligation for the responsible authority to hold a public consultation and toproduce a summary of comments and questions from the public (United States:Web and Sigal, 1996; Western Australia: Sadler, 1996) that can be validatedafter the fact by the people (New-Zealand: Partidario, 1996).• Particular incentive measures for specific categories of the population (WesternAustralia: Sadler, 1996).• Existence of legal ground or specific rights on public participation: appealprocedures at various stages of the decision process, right of access to theinformation and to the participation (Western Australia: Sadler, 1996), andappeal before the Court of environment (New-Zealand: Dixon and Fookes,1995).• Creation of independent expert commissions that facilitate exchanges andproduction of information through their questions and advices (Netherlands:Verheem, 1998).• Existence of a financial aid program to support the actors during public participation as in the Canadian Law on Impact Assessment.
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 No formal procedure for the environmental assessment of PPPs.

 The BAPE mission is to inform and consult with population on
matters related to the environment, to investigate, hold public
hearings and report to the Quebec Minister of Environment (...).

 BAPE is an administrative body of which the appointed
commissions have quasi-judicial powers. It reports directly to
Quebec Minister of Environment, but is independent from this
corresponding ministry.

 By virtue of the Environment Quality Act, BAPE’s mandate is to
investigate and hold public hearings upon the Minister’s request on
every question related to the quality of the environment and to
transmit to him a report of its analysis and findings (art. 6.3). Hence
it does not constitute a decision-making body.
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Plus de 20 ans de réflexion au Québec : Lacoste 19881992 Commission de l’aménagement et de l’aménagement 19921998 Comité interministériel sur le développement durableVérificateur général du Québec rapport 2003-2004AQEI 2006 Loi  sur le développement durable
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 Since the beginning of the 90’s, BAPE has held six public hearings 
on orientations or policy projects:

- Hazardous wastes (BAPE, 1990); 
- Forest protection (BAPE, 1991); 
- Residual material management (BAPE, 1997) and 
- Water management (BAPE, 2000)
- Pig production (BAPE, 2003)
- Seismic surveys in Saint-Laurence Gulf (BAPE, 2005)

 Other experiences of  public hearing were also held in Quebec:
- Energy Policy (Québec, 1996)
- Montréal-South Shore Mobility (2003)
- Public Forest management (Québec, 2004)
- Agriculture and Agrifood (Québec, 2008)
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 The characteristics and special features of BAPE* public 
hearings on orientations or policy projects are as follows:
- 1. Project proponent
- 2. Mandate, costs and duration
- 3. Approach and procedure
- 4. Documentation
- 5. Financial support
- 6. Specific consultations with the Aboriginal Communities
- 7. Investigation and public hearing reports
- 8. Policies
- 9. Special feature related to the agent’s role
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Promoteur2 sur 5 à l’initiative d’un ministère : Forêt et énergie3/5: MENV2. Mandate, costs and durationMajorité passe par le BAPESuite à une promesse politique, suite à plusieurs ÉIDe 735 00 $ à 2000 000$De 8 mois à deux ansSe déplace dans toutes les régions3. Approach and procedureLe BAPE, la référenceEn deux étapes : information – opinions/mémoiresDavantage axée sur la participation publique que l’expertiseCas original : énergie et table multipartite (légitimité +)4. DocumentationHabituellement un document du ministère (orientations- propositions, état des lieux, accessible, à jour, de qualité)≠ étude d’impact5. Financial support3/5 avec des fonds disponibles aux groupes locaux-nationauxDe 1500 $ à 3000 $Comité de sélection pour évaluer les demandes6. Specific consultations with the Aboriginal CommunitiesFormules très variées : allant d’un chapitre du rapport à une consultation spécifique à une table comprenant des membres (2-énergie) à des audiences conjointes 7. Investigation and public hearing reportsRapport d’audiences qui précise la situation, la proposition, les préoccupations de public, de grande qualité8. PoliciesPas nécessairement une politique en ressort : parfois des actions, des plans et parfois les résultats sont peu liés avec la consultation 9. Special feature related to the agent’s roleBAPe : crédible, ayant du pouvoir, du budget : dépendance au chemin
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 Critical analysis elements

 The first limit: the BAPE approach toward
environmental assessment does not rest on a
structured and exhaustive environmental impact
assessment (impact study).

 The second limit: the BAPE public hearings are held
downstream after the formulation of PPPs and
immediately upstream before the adoption of a
policy, action plan or major statutory and legal
amendment.
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confronted to the best practice as described earlier.1.Absence de documentation sur les impacts sociaux et les impacts cumulatifsThe hearings focussed on a strategy supported by scientific and specific reports, without stating the impacts of the strategy.2. In any event, they are not conducted concurrently to the PPPs’elaboration process and they are too belated for substantially inflecting the major strategicorientations.Conséquences : risk of undermining the credibility of the reviewing approach. Besides, publicconcerns expressed during BAPE hearings for policy projects indicate that citizens arepreoccupied not only with the environmental impacts of policy projects but also with the decision process (Limoges et al, 1993). Indeed, citizens often complain that they did not have the opportunity to participate in the formulation process of the policy projects and they regularly express doubts as to whether the government will follow-up on theirrepresentations. They often believe that points won and opinions that emerged fromprevious consultations do not seem to be taken into consideration by the promoters of new programs and policies.Souhaits : des rapports plus permanents et plus régionaux
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 Public participation is increasingly viewed as a
crucial dimension of SEA.

 The practice of SEA and public participation
practices vary.

 The Quebec experience is interesting and innovative
with the result that it could inspire the practice of
SEA.

 Four main levels are usually taken into account:
discussion of the decision process, implementation
of the SEA, decision making and follow-up.
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Presentation Notes
flexible and not much supervised through legislationQuestion : when participation is needed and on the format of this participation?During the realisation of SEA, attention is to be drawn on two important phases for participation that is at the time ofscooping and at the time of the assessment itself.during the decision-reaching phase : legitimity and social approvalfollow-up phase has nevertheless often been neglected. Participation at this level generally takes place through a monitoring or watching committeeCommentaires : jamais eu un délai si long sans ÉES au BAPeE
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